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Welcome to

A new quarterly magazine created by, for
and about the employees of Mission Health.

Here you’ll find
stories celebrating the
people – you and your
colleagues – whose talents
bring Mission Health to life.
Whatever your role, and wherever you
call home within this region, with Our
Mission you’re among friends.
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GIVE
ME
MYSTERY
PHOTO

Can you identify this image? Visit
ourmissionmagazine.org/mystery to
answer what is in the photograph and where
on the many Mission Health campuses
it was taken. The first 10 Mission Health
employees to correctly identify the mystery
photo will receive 1,000 WooHoo! points.
Happy guessing!
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Tips from
Mission Health
IT to keep you
secure

1. Clicking or viewing
unfamiliar email links or
attachments often leads
to malware or viruses.

4. Emails containing the
word “Invoice” are often
from attackers and may
contain malware.

2. Suspicious emails
can be forwarded to
spam.admin@msj.org
for professional analysis.

5. Word documents
containing macros
are frequently used by
attackers to hack your
computer.

3. You can mouse over links
before clicking in Outlook
to see where the link
really goes.

TM

Your StandOut

STRENGTHS FORECAST
What makes you shine? StandOut identiﬁes your top two strength roles to help you utilize your most important
and valuable assets, guiding you to great performance and maximizing the efforts of your team. Here are some
helpful tips to bring out the best in you and in others. Let your strengths be your guide!

....................................................

(CONNECTOR)

Keep your eyes peeled.
An upcoming meeting or
event you’re hesitant to
attend may be a golden opportunity to
cross paths with a valuable contact. This
person may be someone with whom you’re
already familiar, or may be a brand new
face with a wealth of resources to offer.
Either way, the exciting occasion could be
disguised as a humdrum affair. Stay
tuned, and be ready for a surprisingly
refreshing encounter.

....................................................

(CREATOR)

Working in overdrive
lately? That’s not
abnormal for you, Creator.
You’re at your best when
your mind is analyzing, reconfiguring and
experimenting. How about sharing some
of your passions and techniques with
those around you? Ask yourself who could
benefit from seeing how you do things,
and start to share your processes with
them. Don’t keep all of that problem-solving expertise to yourself.
ourmission@msj.org

(EQUALIZER)

Your teammates look to
you for consistency –
you’re committed to
making sure everyone gets their fair share.
Sometimes, though, one particular team
member really shines. Tune in to those
instances where you see someone excel,
and when they do, give yourself permission
to recognize them in a special way. Each
team member will eventually have his or her
own day in the sun, so don’t be afraid to pile
on the praise for an individual whose efforts
deserve specific attention.

....................................................

(INFLUENCER)

Working on a large
project? Knee-deep in a
lengthy endeavor and
ready to move through it as quickly as
possible? Not so fast – pump those brakes!
A seemingly small detail might need your
extra attention, Influencer. Put your thinking
cap on, take a step back and ask a few
more questions. You’ve heard it before –
sometimes the little things are those that
make the biggest difference. Enjoy the
process!

....................................................

(PIONEER)

What routines do you
experience in a typical
day? Driving the kids to
work, cooking a meal or watching your
favorite TV series might come to mind.
What if you modified one of those actions
just slightly? See what happens if you take
another route, whip up a new recipe or
check out a film you wouldn’t typically
watch. There’s inspiration to be gained
from switching up the ordinary, Pioneer.
Reimagine your most ordinary task, and
when you do, expect to uncover a new
favorite.

..................................................................................................................................................................

Inspirational author
Shannon L. Alder once
wrote, “The art of reading
between the lines is a lifelong quest of the
wise.” Take note, Advisor. Make the extra
effort to listen to others fully and carefully;
when in conversation, take time to notice
small details and hidden meanings. You
may find yourself discovering seemingly
minor, yet critically important, specifics
that others may miss.

..................................................................................................................................................................

(ADVISOR)

(PROVIDER)

Ah, Provider. Your strength
lies in your attentiveness to the
needs of others, and delivering
so loyally on your promises. But have you taken
your own temperature lately? If someone were to
ask about your needs today, what would you tell
them? Take some time to reflect on the answer,
and then make a promise to follow through – on
you! Does a decision require some extra time
before action? Should you let go of an unnecessary commitment? Consider what pressing needs
you yourself may have, and you’ll free up some
energy to tackle all of the projects on your plate.

............................................................

(STIMULATOR)

Even the liveliest of team
members would be remiss not to
take the occasional break. You
do quite well in the limelight, Stimulator, but
taking stock of where you’re putting your efforts
might be a smart move. Be wary of taking the
stage each time it’s offered, and give yourself
time to recharge. It’s okay to say “no” if you’re
overwhelmed. Your mind and body will thank you,
and you’ll have even more to offer when the next
opportunity arises.

............................................................

(TEACHER)

The Artist’s Date, conceptualized
by artist and author Julia
Cameron, is a “once-weekly,
festive, solo expedition to explore something that
interests you.” The date need not be expensive or
time-consuming; it might take shape as an
afternoon of visiting antique shops, browsing the
Sci-Fi section of a library or listening to an old
favorite album. Whatever your curiosity, this
concept may work well for you, Teacher. Carve
out some regular space to nurture your love for
discovery.
OUR Mission
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Got 5 minutes? Try some chair yoga!
By Michelle Fletcher, Coordinator, Wellness Programs and Yoga Instructor
Maybe
a job
thatthat
keeps
you sitting
for long
periods.
Or maybeOr
you
don’t
Maybeyou
youhave
have
a job
keeps
you sitting
for
long periods.
maybe
have
time for
a full
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session.
worries
– these
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can be
you don’t
have
time
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session.
Nosimple
worries
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done
your desk,
fordone
a quick
break
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yoga at
moves
can be
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your desk
forduring
a quick
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during your workday.

Sit tall, ears stacked over shoulders, knees
level with hips, feet ﬂat on ﬂoor.

3

Side Bend

Hold side of chair with
bottom hand for stability.

5

Forward Bend

2

Cow/Cat

Cow pose - inhale and arch back, lift chest, chin lifted. Cat
pose - exhale and round back, draw belly in, chin toward
chest. Go back and forth several times.

4

Twist

Keep a tall spine as you twist.

Separate feet wider than hips. Be mindful of your lower back. If
it doesn’t feel safe to fold all the way over, modify by putting your
hands on your thighs and going only halfway down.

7

Hamstring
Stretch
Flex your foot so your toes draw back
toward you. Lean slightly forward to
increase the stretch.

6

Pigeon
If you can’t cross your foot
over your knee, cross at your
ankles instead. Lean slightly
forward to increase the stretch.

our wellness

BUT
WHO’S
COUNTING?

A

Tracking your fitness is easy and can
be rewarding in more ways than one
By Myrna Twitchen
Staffing Coordinator, Internal Staffing/Volunteer Services, CarePartners

s my PebbleTM and I took our place at the starting line of
the New York City Marathon last fall, I struggled to accept
that, because of some physical issues, this would be my
last marathon. I am 41 years old, and since I first started
running in 2007, I have run eight full and 21 half-marathons,
including Boston in 2010.
There are several ways to get into the NYC Marathon. You can raise
money for charity, enter a lottery drawing or qualify based on prior running
times. I ran a half-marathon last June in one hour, 36 minutes — that’s one
minute under the NYC Marathon qualifying time for my age group.
I trained for 20 weeks to run the NYC Marathon. I decided going into
it that I was not going to push it due to my hip bursitis, so instead I just
tried to enjoy this amazing experience. The marathon passes through all
five boroughs of New York City. We started on Staten Island and ran to
Brooklyn, then up to Queens, crossed over into Manhattan, then back up to
the Bronx, and back into Manhattan, finishing in Central Park.
The streets were lined with spectators cheering us on. I had family at
the finish line, and I know they were very proud of me. My finish time
was four hours, 28 minutes, which is not my fastest marathon time. It
is definitely a test of your mind and body. By the end of the race I was
confident in my decision to make this my last full marathon — what a great
one to end with!
My Pebble deemed the NYC Marathon a success, too, as it counted
44,723 steps during the 26.2 miles. I plan to continue to run for many
years to come, and will still do half-marathons and other races, but those
44,723 strides through the Big Apple will forever be counted among my
most memorable. n

Twitchen and her Pebble made their way through all five
boroughs of New York City.

“I just tried to
enjoy this amazing
experience.”

Are you counting your steps? With the Pebble

or Fitbit® personal fitness tracking devices, you can transmit your
information to the MyHealthyLife WellConnect portal to potentially earn incentive points and cash rewards. More than 5,300 Mission Health
employees and spouses track their steps — and have accumulated more than 4.2 billion steps and roughly 2 million miles over the past year!
With those kinds of numbers, there are bound to be some stories to tell. It doesn’t have to be a marathon or an exotic trip — it could be a funny
story or an unusual way to get your steps in. If you’d like to share your fitness-tracking story, email us details at OurMission@msj.org.
TM

TM

ourmission@msj.org
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“Born to be
a nurse”

Born at Mission Hospital’s Memorial
Campus, Austin said she was also “born
to be a nurse” and always felt a calling to
the “hospital on the hill.”

6
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THE BEAUTY
OF AMBITION

W

How one nurse’s dream became her reality
By Ferriss Roberts & Adam Harris

hen Ti Austin was growing
up, it seemed few people
were willing to make an
investment in her. She
always wanted to be a nurse,
but others thought she couldn’t do it. Even her
guidance counselor made her feel like college
would never be an option.
But Austin, now a nursing unit manager at
Mission Hospital, remained determined and found
her way to the career that she always dreamed

After earning her LPN certification, Austin
went to school full-time to become an RN, and
then landed a position at Mission Hospital.
Her dream was now a reality, and Austin
immediately felt like Mission Health embraced
her and took an interest in her future. “The
support system is exceptional,” she said.
With assistance from Mission Health’s
educational resources, Austin earned her BSN,
and then her MSN. “That was confirmation I
was doing what I was supposed to do,” she said.

“An investment has been made in me.”
of. She knows she was “born to be a nurse,” and
owes her success to hard work, dedication and
the support of career development resources at
Mission Health.
Born at Mission Hospital’s Memorial Campus
and raised in Asheville, Austin felt a calling to the
“hospital on the hill.” But after naysayers repeatedly
doubted her potential, she headed to cosmetology
school after graduating high school. While she was
working at a beauty shop, her desire to be a nurse
still burned bright. Her decision to change course
and follow her lifelong dream led her to the LPN
program at A-B Tech, and eventually back to the
hospital where her life began.

“Mission has supported me through continuing
my education. I finished both my bachelor’s
and master’s with the tuition reimbursement
program. To have the opportunities to be able to
do that is wonderful.”
Austin’s potential really was limitless, and for
the first time in her life she felt emboldened
by the encouragement of those around her.
She has a career she loves, and she achieved
her goals because her employer made it clear
they believed in her. “It’s the most phenomenal
feeling to know that the folks you work for, and
work with, recognize potential in you,” she said.
“An investment has been made in me.” n

To learn more about tuition reimbursement or Mission Health’s Career
Exploration Center, go to www.missionandme.com/building-my-career.
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THIS LAB IS FAB

T

Behind the scenes at a Mission Health facility unlike any other
By Adam Harris

here aren’t many spots in the
Mission Health family where
you’d enter to find a Beck tune
on the stereo, a workforce with
expertise in bicycle mechanics
and sculpture, walls adorned with plastersplashed hand tools, and sheets of translucent
plastic being covered in tiny basketballplaying pandas. Welcome to the CarePartners
Orthotics & Prosthetics Fabrication Lab in
Asheville.
“A lot of jealous eyes come through here.
We have this awesome view of the mountains,
and we get to play music back here,” said Cole
Casserly, Manager, CarePartners Orthotics &
Prosthetics Fabrication Lab. “We’re swinging

hammers. We’re getting our clothes dirty and
using chemicals.”
This lab feels more like MythBusters than the
typical medical facility. But the work performed
here is executed with the finest precision and
carries monumental importance for patients
across western North Carolina in need of
prosthetic limbs or corrective orthoses.
The fabrication lab is part of CarePartners’
full-service O&P operation, which guides
patients all the way through the process:
from evaluation to fabrication, to fitting and
instruction, to adjustments and repairs. Unlike
many O&P facilities that send impressions to
fabricators around the country, CarePartners’
patient clinic and fabrication lab are on the

same site. “A lot of practices see patients, but
don’t have a lab,” said Casserly.
The process for making an orthosis in the
fabrication lab is fascinating to observe. A
cast of a patient’s limb is formed in plaster,
then that molding is wrapped with plastic
that’s heated in an infrared oven and vacuumtightened to the molding to perfectly shape
the device. Once the device is cooled and
hardened, its edges are trimmed and polished
to smooth the finish, and the hardware is
attached to complete the fabrication. On
average, about six man-hours go into each
device, and it typically takes only one to two
weeks between the patient’s initial visit and
the follow-up for fitting the finished device.

“The kids can come up with some pretty wild ideas, and it’s a blast
to get creative in making those designs a reality. It feels great to give
them something they’ll be proud to show off.”
8
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The most asked about step in this process?
Well, it’s the basketball-playing pandas, of course.
CarePartners Orthotics & Prosthetics encourages
creative requests from its patients, many of
whom are children. The result is a wide range
of fun and playful designs from SpongeBob
SquarePants to Harley-Davidson, from butterflies
to camouflage, from Walker: Texas Ranger to
Elsa of Frozen fame. The lab can also embed
customized images — like those pandas — or
personal photos such as a patient’s grandchild or
favorite pet.
The creative designs are added to the heated
plastic before wrapping and shaping it around
the molding. This sublimation process yields
oohs and ahhs, and makes for exciting work
for many of the lab techs. “I usually do the
Photoshop work when the unique requests
come in,” said Meghan Roach, Lab Tech,
CarePartners O&P. “The kids can come up
with some pretty wild ideas, and it’s a blast to
get creative in making those designs a reality.
It feels great to give them something they’ll be
proud to show off.”
Roach, one of four full-time lab techs at
CarePartners O&P, came to the fabrication lab
with years of experience in fine art and handmade jewelry. “A lot of the other lab techs are
former bicycle mechanics, another industry with
fine attention to detail,” explained Casserly. “It’s
the eye for certain angles, fine threads and torque
specifications. There are a lot of corollaries —
ourmission@msj.org
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O&P Fabrication Lab
Numbers to Know

1,108

Highly customized medical
devices created last year

96%

Initial success rate, meaning
they rarely need to refabricate

$0

Amount charged for
consultation by O&P
clinicians since 1950

2,080

Hours lab techs spent jamming
to sweet tunes in 2015
same thing with the jewelry background. You
can’t teach that eye for detail.”
Roach added, “My background in jewelry
helps me to be really detail-oriented. With

my degree in sculpture, I’ve also done a lot of
plaster work, which I do half the day here.”
In addition to the lab techs, CarePartners O&P
has certified orthotists and prosthetists on-site at
all times and collaborates daily with physiatrists,
physical therapists and occupational therapists.
All clinic visits are free, and patients are only
charged for the devices.
These clinicians also travel, including visiting
patients for pre-op consultations at all Mission
Health member hospitals. They can follow
patients from the emergency department to
operating rooms and acute care units, through
long-term acute care, all the way to inpatient or
outpatient rehabilitation and in-home therapy.
Back at the fabrication lab, the team
knows the value of working in concert with
all these highly trained expert clinicians. “It
makes it so much easier to have a personal
relationship with all of our practitioners,”
said Casserly. “It allows us to consult directly
with the patient or the clinician on the details
of each device. It’s a huge advantage for the
patient to have that access to the lab and the
clinician under the same roof.” n
From left: The process for making an orthosis starts
when a patient’s limb is formed in plaster (1). Then,
the molding is wrapped with heated plastic, where
those basketball-playing pandas might be added (2).
After the device is cooled and hardened, it is trimmed
and polished, then hardware is added and the
creative designs are ready to display (3 & 4).
OUR Mission
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RISING
FROM
THE
ASHES

Mission Health employees
lift up their teammate in a
critical time of need

D

onna Walker, Registered
Respiratory Therapist, Angel
Medical Center, is not used to
getting help from others. You see,
Walker is accustomed to being
the caretaker, not the other way around.
After all, this is a woman who, in addition
to raising two children of her own, has several
more in her Franklin neighborhood that call
her Momma. This is a woman who is seemingly
always taking in stray cats or dogs, and once
bottle-fed an injured cat for three months to
nurse it back to health after she found him hit
by a car. “Donna displays this innate caregiver
personality and always wants to give to others
more than she receives,” said Eric Wolak,

10
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By Adam Harris

Regional Manager, Respiratory Care. “She’s just
naturally wired to care for others.”
But last October, Walker found herself in
need of a helping hand, and she was blown
away by just how much her coworkers at
Mission Health — and the organization itself
— stepped up to care for her.
While out of work with a broken foot and
staying at her daughter’s house, Walker received
a call from Rhonda Moore, former interim
CNO at Angel. “She told me that I needed to
get to my house, that my house was on fire,”
said Walker. “My heart sank to the floor.”
Her home of 15 years was gone, and so
was everything inside. Walker had lost it
all. “Because of my broken my foot, I had a

boot on and was only wearing one shoe,” she
recalled. “Everything is gone, and here I am,
literally left with just one shoe.”
Walker was down, but it didn’t take long for
her teammates to start picking her back up.
“Immediately, once people at work found out,
they started calling me,” she said. “People who
I don’t even work directly with were bringing
me clothes. They had a soup fundraiser for me.
I would go into the office and there would be
an envelope with my name on it, and it’d have
money in it, and I wouldn’t know who it came
from. It was just unreal.”
Debbi Waldroop, RRT, who’s worked
with Walker for many years, said, “Donna is
always doing good things for others. We just
Summer 2016

From left: Missie Taylor, RRT, Connie Bates, RRT, Walker, and Eric Wolak, Regional Manager, Respiratory Care

Emergency grants are available to full-time
employees who have been employed for at least
one year, with a maximum payment of $1,500.
The Emergency Grant Program Quick Guide can
be found in the document library on MOD. Grant
applications are reviewed and approved by HR, and
funded by the Mission Foundation.

Walker’s home was ravaged by
fire, rendering the house and
everything inside a total loss.

ourmission@msj.org

tried to return the favor.”
Walker’s colleagues and friends helped her
immensely with both emotional and financial
support, but perhaps her biggest surprise came from
Mission Health Human Resources after Bonnie
Peggs, Manager, Community Relations & Volunteers
and Chaplain, Angel Medical Center, made her aware
of the Emergency Grant Program.
“Because Donna lost everything, she really
didn’t even know where to start,” said Nancy
Critcher-White, Director of Employee & Volunteer
Engagement, who oversees the Emergency Grant
Program. “But I gave her some tips on what I’d done
for other folks, and we got her furniture for her
next place from Carolina Furniture Concepts and
uniforms from Read’s as quickly as we could. It’s a
good feeling to be able to help people like that.”
“I think it’s really important for people to know
about these emergency grants,” said Walker. “It’s
things like this that make this a great place to work.”
Walker is now back at work and back in her
element helping others. But when her time of need
came, well, you could say the shoe was on the other
foot. “I’m one that I never ask for help, I always give
help,” said Walker. “It made me feel good that they
care enough to help. It lifted me up.” n
OUR Mission
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Morse hopes his legacy after
27 years with Mission Health
will be derived not from building
facilities, but relationships.

TRUE STORY
C
“A delicate balance of trust and collaboration”
By Karen Vernon

alling True Morse a builder risks
stating the obvious. But much
like the plans he helped develop
and implement over his 27-year
career with Mission Health as VP
of Facilities and more recently a facility project
manager, there’s more to Morse than meets
the eye.
Morse’s work is visible all around us, from
early projects like the Biltmore parking deck, to
the Women’s and Children’s Center and Heart
Tower, and more recently the construction
of the SECU Cancer Center and the MauzyPhillips medical office building at Blue Ridge
Regional Hospital. He was also heavily involved
in the recovery and restoration after the fire

12
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at 445 Biltmore (now 1 Hospital Drive), an
enormously complex effort he cited as an
example of “pure teamwork.”
Dig a little deeper and you’ll find that
Morse’s vision in all his projects was to
lay the groundwork for future growth. For
example, his leadership on the Dogwood
Project specified two floors of excavation
underground, setting the stage years ago for
the new tower that is about to take shape on
the Mission Hospital campus.
But ask Morse, who retired in February,
what he hopes will be his legacy, and he is
quick to cite another kind of building —
something that derives not from bricks and
mortar, but from relationships.

“It’s the partnership; all the components
have to work in concert for these projects
to be pulled off,” Morse said. “There’s such
a delicate balance of trust and collaboration.
To me, the buildings we create to provide
functional space to treat patients are an
outcome of that partnership, not just a goal
within themselves.”
Morse said his favorite part of the roles he
held, dating back to 1989, was working with
departments and colleagues all across the
organization. “I got to work with everybody,
at some time or another,” he said, and through
that, to “create relationships and friendships
that span the organization.”
A true legacy, indeed. n
Summer 2016

NATURE
BOY
In 2002, 21-year-old
Gabriel Cade, MD,
Director, Blue Ridge
Regional Hospital ED,
tested his lifelong love
of adventure on the TV
reality show “Survivor:
Marquesas.” Fifteen years
later, his journey brought
him back home to pursue
his passion for medicine.
By Robert A. Poarch

Dr. Cade, who teaches a Wilderness Isolation course, grew up with “books
and woods,” with no TV and occasionally no electricity.

What motivated you to pursue medicine?

I was raised near Celo, a small Quaker community in
Yancey County. My dad was one of the first primary
care doctors in the area, and one of the first to work
in the ED in Spruce Pine. I had a lot of family
in medicine, so I decided early on that I wasn’t
going to be a doctor. I dropped out of college,
thru-hiked the Appalachian Trail for four months
to explore silence and serenity, and then moved
to LA to experience the opposite. I ended up on
Survivor: Marquesas, and suddenly had a little extra
spending money for the first time. As a firm believer
in experiential learning, I worked in an AIDS hospice in
Sub-Saharan Africa. It quickly became very clear that there
was no better job for me than medicine. Also, my amazing wife had
concerns about marrying a college dropout who lived in his car.

What drew you to Survivor?

I grew up outdoors — no internet, no television, occasionally no
electricity. We had books and woods. As I got older, I got into the
survivalist stuff. I’ve also always liked interesting social situations and
complex human interactions. Ultimately, I just believed that my skill
set was perfect for Survivor, and I applied.
ourmission@msj.org

What was the biggest surprise about the show?

The isolation. I was surprised at how hard it was, how
uncomfortable it felt, to be so completely cut off from
my world, and my friends and family. To go through
that intense situation without that support structure
that’s always there. The total aloneness was a
unique experience.

Has Survivor influenced you as a doctor?

Totally. In the ED we see a lot of people, and their
suffering runs the gambit of psychosocial and serious
trauma. Everyone who has come to the ED is also
suffering with the isolation of their experience. It’s easy to
overlook this aspect of their condition, of their care, but it is vital
to treating the complete human condition. Sometimes addressing that
feeling of isolation and fear is the only thing a patient needs. In the
Wilderness Medicine course I teach, I talk a lot about the psychology of
how survival is sometimes tied to geographic isolation. n
Know of someone at Mission Health with an interesting story
away from work? Email us at OurMission@msj.org.
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our community

Shawn Henderson

L

ooking for a way to improve
your health? How about
volunteering? Volunteering
obviously has a positive impact
on your community, but did
you know it can have many benefits for you,
too? Studies have shown that volunteering
can increase energy, decrease depression
and lessen isolation. Volunteering can
also boost confidence and self-esteem.
Helping others provides a natural sense of
accomplishment and brings the opportunity
to meet new people, learn new skills and
network.
At Mission Health, we have countless
employees who volunteer their time for
organizations in our community, including
Shawn Henderson, Practice Manager,
Mission Children’s Hospital. Henderson
supports the Mission Foundation, United
Way, MANNA Food Bank, the American
Red Cross, March of Dimes, Eblen
Foundation and many others.
About three years ago, Henderson was
introduced to Children First/Communities
in Schools (CF/CIS), an organization that
Mission Health has supported through both
Community Investment and sponsorship.
Henderson, who now serves on the CF/CIS
Executive Board, finds volunteering with
this Asheville-based nonprofit incredibly
rewarding because many of the patients
who need services through Mission
Children’s Hospital are from
economically disadvantaged
situations similar to the
community CF/CIS serves.
Many travel from afar to get

GIVING
BACK
ONE
EMPLOYEE
AT A
CF/CIS
TIME
By Adam Harris

When it comes
to volunteering,
seemingly small
efforts make a huge
difference
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is an Ashevillebased nonprofit committed to
advocating and empowering
children and families living in
poverty. This is achieved through
education and direct services such
as the Family Resource Center
at Emma, after-school Learning
Centers, Latino Outreach, Project
POWER/AmeriCorps and Student
Support Specialists in four area
schools. For more information,
visit childrenfirstcisbc.org.

To tell us about your
volunteer efforts or those
of your colleagues, email
us at OurMission@msj.org.
Community benefit
activity while on the clock
should be reported formally
on MOD, using the
Community Investment
reporting form.

specialized treatment, and many struggle to
prioritize food, gas money to get to work,
medicine, housing, heat and healthcare.
Henderson said the stress of these
challenges can be enormous, even traumatic.
That is why she is so proud of the services
CF/CIS provides to help these families meet
their basic needs.
Allison Jordan, Executive Director,
CF/CIS, said disparity in healthcare is
closely linked with social or economic
disadvantage, and runs rampant in
Buncombe County. Currently, one-fourth
of children in Buncombe County are living
in poverty, and 54 percent qualify for free
or reduced lunch. CF/CIS works in strong
collaboration with community partners
such as Mission Health to implement
evidence-based practices to reduce poverty’s
immediate and long-term negative health
impacts on some of Buncombe’s most
vulnerable children, and to reverse the
conditions that lead to health disparity in
our community.
Henderson takes pride in Mission’s role
with organizations such as CF/CIS. “Holistic
medicine has been around for thousands of
years, but healthcare is better recognizing
how the pyscho-social impact of poverty
affects the health of an individual later in
life,” she said. “Mission is on the forefront
of understanding that collaborating
with, instead of competing against, other
organizations will produce better outcomes.”
Henderson offered this thought if you are
considering becoming a volunteer, “Figure
out what you are passionate about, and then
act from your heart. Seemingly small efforts
make big a difference.” n
Summer 2016
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GROWING
TOGETHER
Construction of Mission

T

Hospital for Advanced
Medicine begins this fall
By Susan Dunlap,
Director of Communications, Mission Health

he countdown to the opening
of a 12-story, 600,000-squarefoot medical tower on Mission
Health’s campus in Asheville is
about to begin. The new tower
will combine the St. Joseph and Memorial
campuses, expanding access to innovative, high
quality, patient-centered care to residents in
western North Carolina. Slated to open in 2019,
it will also serve as a healthcare beacon where
consumers will be able to receive the most
advanced care in a healing environment well
into the next century.

Green. “Currently, there’s too much backand-forth, transporting patients to-and-from
multiple facilities located across the street. The
construction project will eliminate this need and
improve patients’ overall experience.”
One notable aspect of that improved patient
experience comes via an expanded emergency
department. “We currently have 63 beds
and 12 hallway beds, and we average a daily
volume of 300 patients,” said Jackie Gosnell,
ED Operations Manager at Mission Hospital.
The new ED in the new tower will consist of
97 beds. For Gosnell, that will be a welcomed

KEY FEATURES OF THE NEW TOWER
n Private patient rooms that

include comfortable space
for family members
n An interventional platform

that includes eight stateof-the-art digital operating
rooms, two hybrid/vascular
ORs, 11 interventional and
cardiac catheterization

suites and a consolidated
PACU
n A Healing Courtyard located

between the new tower
and the Owen Heart Center,
giving families, patients and
caregivers direct access to
gardens, walking trails and
waiting benches

“This is excellent news for patients,
their families and our caregivers,” said Jill
Hoggard Green, COO, Mission Health and
President, Mission Hospital. “The new tower
combines advanced, state-of-the-art digital
technologies with a healing environment
for patients and their families. The new
building will support our great caregivers in
providing the most effective and innovative
models of care.”
“A great experience for our patients, families
and caregivers is critical,” said Hoggard
ourmission@msj.org

n A partially covered Roof

Terrace with landscaping
located on the third floor
will offer outstanding views
to the west of Mt. Pisgah
and the surrounding range
and plenty of seating
for patients, visitors and
caregivers

addition. “In 2015, we saw approximately
102,000 patients,” she pointed out.
In addition, the new building will support our
team members. As an example:
n Each floor will have dedicated respite rooms
with views and massage chairs.
n Patient rooms will have ceiling lifts to prevent
back injuries and a nurse server that stores
supplies at the bedside.
n There will be two accessible, beautiful outdoor
spaces and several other innovations to create a
great place to work and practice. n

Mission Hospital for
Advanced Medicine–
Numbers to Know

220
97
96
Total patient rooms

Beds in an expanded ED

14,000
Private “roomettes” for patients’
procedure prep or recovery

Light fixtures throughout the building

1,200,000 lbs.

461 miles

Estimated weight of sheet metal ductwork

Estimated length of electrical wire
Source: Toby Kay, Project Director
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Connecting team members to Mission Health, face-to-face
Where we work is a major part of our life, and connecting with Mission Health is important. That’s why we
created SCOPE Live - an opportunity for team members to learn real information about healthcare, Mission
Health’s vision and how each of us makes a difference for our system and community we serve every day.

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT SCOPE LIVE
DR. PAULUS IS ENGAGING, A GREAT SPEAKER AND SKILLED PRESENTER
THIS IS INFORMATION EVERY TEAM MEMBER NEEDS TO HEAR, AND
RECOMMEND SCOPE LIVE TO A TEAM MEMBER
“Such a great opportunity to be ﬁlled in on the big picture”
“I loved that Dr. Paulus came to the CarePartners campus to meet us”
“Dr. Paulus explains complex ideas in a simple way”
“The information demonstrates real world issues and the ability
to challenge those to create a level of trust”
“I enjoyed listening to Dr. Paulus speak – he is a funny man
who cares for Mission”
“I learned why I see ‘Mission’ all over WNC”
“I appreciate the personal and passionate sharing
of the struggles in healthcare”

.........................................

“I learned that we all
contribute to the success
of Mission Health”
.........................................

GET THE LATEST AND WATCH SCOPE LIVE EPISODES ONLINE AT

SCOPE.CONNECTWITHMHS.ORG/SCOPELIVE.

SCOPE Live was established in October 2014 with the goal to improve communication with team members across
Mission Health. Inspired by the popular TED Talks, it is an opportunity for leadership to connect with care team
members to discuss what's going on in the world of healthcare and at Mission Health. To date, we have held more
than 15 SCOPE Live events, reaching more than 1,000 team members in person throughout the region.

our leadership

Carter's favorite
memory is the first
time she saw her
daughter’s face
after she was born.

GETTING TO KNOW…
Becky Carter, President & CNO, Blue Ridge Regional Hospital
By Joseph Dix

Where I’m from: Asheville

Where I went to school: UNC
for both BSN and MSN (go Tar
Heels!)

My first job: I was an assistant
teacher in a daycare center when
I was 15 years old. My first
healthcare job was as a staff RN
on the general surgery floor at
St. Joseph.
Something about me that
may surprise others: I am an
introvert by nature. I can speak
publicly without pause, and I
enjoy people and dialogue. But to
recharge, I need some time away
and alone. Also, I am the oldest of
five children and the only girl. I
was born in charge! I was such a
ourmission@msj.org

bossy little girl that my mother’s
pet name for me was “Lucy” of
Charlie Brown fame.

Favorite pastime: Ballroom
dancing and gardening; I also like
home décor and design. My brothers
call me “the inferior Beck-orator.”
Best concert I’ve ever
attended: Elton John, front row.
He sang “Tiny Dancer” just for me!
Favorite memory: The first look
at my only child’s face at the time
of her birth. I have never before or
since had such a feeling of joy and
amazement.

Who has influenced me
the most: My maternal
grandmother. She was a lay

midwife in the 1920s-50s. She
was sought out by her rural
impoverished community to
provide healthcare of all kinds.
Only the youngest of her 13
children was born in a hospital.
Her stories of delivering babies
and caring for women and babies
inspired me to look to healthcare
as a career. My favorite story was
of how she cared for her own
premature child, using sheep’s
wool padding in a kindling box
lined with warm stones to create
an incubator of sorts to keep him
in until he could maintain his
temperature.
What gets me out of bed in the
morning: Two hungry dogs. But
in all seriousness, every day is a
new adventure in this work. I am

never bored and am eager to see
what the new day brings.
What keeps me up at night:
Worrying that the payment
transition to value and population
health won’t happen fast enough
to allow the smaller communities
to participate in a meaningful
way. It is hard to try to transition
to new systems of care and
reimbursement while payments
decrease dramatically.
My proudest moment with
Blue Ridge Regional Hospital:
Opening our new medical office
building. The message to the team
and community was that BRRH is
here to stay, and Mission Health is
investing in this community.
OUR Mission
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our faces

2

11

FAMILY
ALBUM

1

10

(1) Leslie Council of Asheville Cardiology Associates on National Go Red Day. (2) From left: Missie Wilmot and Allison McCall of Brevard Orthopaedics at
Transylvania Regional Hospital’s Fall Fest. (3) From left: Jennifer Ford, Elaine Warren, Judy Levon and Arleen O’Briant celebrate St. Patrick’s Day at CBO, Biltmore
Park. (4) Nicotine Cessation Specialist Helena Theoharis at the 2016 LiveWell Expo. (5) Randy Burkert of Mission Center for Innovation with Rosie the TeleHealth
Robot. (6) McDowell Hospital staff donate stuffed animals for patients. (7) WLOS’ Jay Seltzer visits McDowell Surgical Services. From left: Jessi Rabon, Adrienne
Gamble, Megan Moore, Seltzer, Christi Brendle, Angela Childers and Rebecca Cothron. (8). From left: Kelly Cobb, Perrin Keener and Tacia Butz at Transylvania
Regional Hospital’s OR/PACU/Outpatient Christmas party. (9) From left: Whitney Thompson, Jaime Earwood, Julie Duval, Lisa Cooper, Cynthia Locke, Sarah Mattingly,
Joanne Randall, Jennie Ratcliff, Kathy Gaddy and April Gosnell get silly at Mission Infectious Disease. (10) From left: Heather Mashburn, Sasha Baxter, Brandi
Guarino, Kim Coon, Kerri Boettcher and Denise Limbo of Mission CBO volunteer at an Asheville Marathon water station while donning Star Wars gear. (11) From left:
Mrudula Ravada, Amy Hughes, Seth Bata, Felice King, Sandhya Rani Chitta, Erin Jamison, Priya Sundararajan, Beverly Jammeh, Arun Murugesan and Janakiraman
Pandian of Clinical & Business Analytics show off their contributions for “Toys for Tots.”
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3

9

W

4

5

e want to see your
photos, too! Did you
get a great group
photo while volunteering in
the community? Did you and
a teammate snap a silly selfie
while enjoying lunch at your
cafe? Did your team throw
a party for a co-worker’s
birthday, anniversary or
other special occasion? Or
maybe you caught a shot of
the amazing mountain view,
sunrise or sunset from your
window or floor in Franklin,
Brevard, Spruce Pine, Asheville,
Marion, Highlands or Cashiers?
Send your photos, along with a
brief description that includes
the names and positions of
all employees pictured, to
OurMission@msj.org.

6

8

ourmission@msj.org

7
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By the Numbers
HIGHLANDS AND CASHIERS

Telling the tale of two towns – and the hospital
they share – with the help of some fascinating data
By Adam Harris

20,000

3,000

Approximate population of
Highlands and Cashiers
during the summer

Population of Highlands and Cashiers

70%

Increase in ED visits at
Highlands-Cashiers Hospital
(HCH) during summer
and fall months

H

Altitude above sea
level for the town
of Highlands

C

30%

22

Increase in provider
visits at HCH during
the summer and fall

minutes

Average flight time aboard
MAMA from HCH to
Mission Hospital

How much cooler
the average summer
temperature is in
Cashiers compared
to the rest of
the southeastern
United States

∞

200

(seemingly)

Amount of breathtaking waterfalls,
hiking trails, mountain views
and natural beauty in the
Highlands-Cashiers area

Seen On
Whether it’s for congratulating a co-worker on a noteworthy accomplishment or appreciating a small act of kindness,
our WooHoo! recognition program helps us showcase the unique talents, outstanding efforts and exemplary teams that
make Mission Health a Great Place to Work & Practice. Check out a few excerpts from messages we spotted on the feed.

“You have made a wonderful difference in helping to build the SANE (Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner) program
here at Angel. This is a tremendous service that you provide to patients within our community.”
sent to Kimberly Mellies, ER, Angel Medical Center from Hollis Whitehead, ER, Angel Medical Center

...............................................................................................................................................
“Thank you for thinking outside the box and making such a positive impact on the laboratory schedule. When
I see no light at the end of the tunnel, you always ﬁnd the solution.”
sent to Melissa Chrisman, Laboratory, Transylvania Regional Hospital

from Jennifer Goforth, Laboratory, Transylvania Regional Hospital

...............................................................................................................................................
“Thank you for your great organization that keeps us all on an even keel. Your support for our team is always there.”
sent to Sheraldean Norris, Administration, Highlands-Cashiers Hospital

Dogwood

DEALS

Looking for ways to make summer fun more
affordable? Check out Dogwood Deals, your
guide to Mission Health employee discounts. Visit
the Dogwood Deals page on MissionandMe.com
for details on these and other local, regional and
national offers to help you save!
Have an additional discount in mind and don’t see it listed?
You can invite any vendor to participate by referring them to
mission-health.org/staff-discount-program-business-application,
and we’ll take it from there.

from Yvonne Coleman, Housekeeping, CarePartners

CAROWINDS
Save on admission
during your visit to
this 398-acre
theme park.

NANTAHALA
OUTDOOR
CENTER
Save on a number
of activities and
adventure trips.

TWEETSIE
RAILROAD
Enjoy discounted
admission to this
western North
Carolina favorite.

GEORGIA
AQUARIUM
Plan a visit with discounts
available for annual
memberships and a variety
of admission tickets.

SIX FLAGS
Six Flags Over Georgia
& Six Flags White Water
offer family fun at
reduced admission
prices.

WET ’N WILD
EMERALD
POINTE
Save on water park
admission to cool off
during the summer
months.
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Transylvania Regional Hospital’s Meditation Garden

offers natural beauty for patients and caregivers alike. Opened in 2008 in
conjunction with the new wing of the hospital, the garden teems with an
array of native flora including rhododendron, wild indigo and various
ferns. Visible from many patient rooms, the garden’s calming effect often
plays an integral role in the hospital’s healing experience.

Your opinion matters!
Better understanding your primary care needs and preferences is key to
helping every Mission Health team member be well, get well and stay
well. Please help us by visiting the website listed below and share your
personal thoughts and feelings on how you choose your primary care
provider. Thank you for taking your time to help us better serve you!

missionandme.com/pcpsurvey

